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St. Petersburg, Russia                   Press release 

 

 

World-known show professionally INTERCHARMs  

the outstanding potential of the Russian North-West 
 

 

Highly specialized INTERCHARM professional St. Petersburg show runs on 9–11 February 2017 at Expoforum (St. Petersburg, 

Russia) with the demonstration of the unique knowledge and developments in the field of cosmetology, dermatology, 

trichology, aesthetic medicine, plastic surgery and related fields. 

Since the show’s launch in 2014 due to outstanding potential of the Russian Northern-Western beauty industry, 

INTERCHARM professional St. Petersburg affects the assortment of products and services of regional beauty salons and 

professional skills of its specialists. In 2016, more than 3600 professionals from Russian regions have enjoyed this complex 

event which successfully combines the exhibition and unique theoretical and practical knowledge in the field of applied 

aesthetics, cosmetology, dermatology, trichology and beauty salon management. 

 

Last edition has introduced 76 exhibitors from Russia, Pakistan and Switzerland, and their brands originally from 18 

countries. The show consists of the specific areas of professional beauty market as follows: 

 Professional and medical cosmetics, 

 Cosmetic equipment, 

 Hardware cosmetology, 

 Injection cosmetology, 

 Aesthetic medicine, 

 Laser cosmetology, 

 Anti-Age, 

 Trichology, 

 Permanent make-up, 

 Aromatherapy, 

 Consumables. 
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Within three INTERCHARM days professionals manage to explore the complexities of their profession within the framework 

of professional program with is exclusively developed for this exact show. The program includes: 

 Unique Congress on cosmetology and dermatology, 

 Interdisciplinary educational project "Integrated skin rejuvenation with the use of modern and classic 

technologies: combination of innovative practices and effective results", 

 International Congress on Holistic Cosmetology, 

 Conference on management of clinics, beauty salons, studios and spa "Success Strategy", 

 Conference on permanent make-up. 

This program beneficially combines with the exposition and together with it allows truly experiencing the atmosphere of 

professionalism, hone skills and knowledge, feeling more confident on the professional path. 

 

To make visiting even more comfortable, there’s a free shuttle bus route between ultramodern Expoforum where the show 

runs, and city metro stations. 

 

INTERCHARM means effectiveness 

 “The event is exclusively for professionals in the field of cosmetology, it’s definitely an advantage for exhibitors 

and visitors” / DMK 

 “The show was successful for us, visitors are active and competent” / Sofia Beauty 

 “Organizers have very well defined the concept of specialized event, provides convenient transfers and range of 

tickets available for visitors” / Cell’ebrity 

Learn more about the show: www.intercharmspb.ru/en.  
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NOTES FOR EDITOR 
 
INTERCHARM professional St. Petersburg is international exhibition of professional cosmetics and equipment for beauty 
salons and institutes, bringing together the leaders and new players of professional beauty market. The event allows to see 
the latest advances in modern beauty-industry, to gain theoretical and practical knowledge in the field of applied 
aesthetics, cosmetics and beauty salon management, to learn about the latest trends in the industry and to gain specific 
and skills. www.intercharmspb.ru/en  
 
Organiser: Reed Exhibitions, the world’s leading event organiser, with over 500 events in 30 countries. In 2014 Reed 
brought together over 7 million event participants from around the world. Today Reed events are held throughout the 
Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Asia Pacific and Africa and organised by 41 fully staffed offices. Reed Exhibitions serves 
43 industry sectors with trade and consumer events. It is a RELX Group business. RELX Group is a world-leading provider of 
information solutions for professional customers across industries. www.reedexpo.ru/en | www.reedexpo.com  
 

 
 
MEDIA RELATIONS: Ruslan Abdrakhmanov, +7 (926) 246 45 61, ruslan.abdrakhmanov@reedexpo.ru 
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